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Need For This Study- 
There have been many studies in recent years dealing 
with the legal status of schools, boards of education, teachers, 
students, finance and the many other aspects of the educational 
system at large.  These studies have been thorough and of great 
value to school people but they have dealt with the subjects on 
a national scale. 
Since public schools are a State function and laws 
governing them are enacted by the legislatures of the various 
states, it is to be expected that they would vary throughout 
the nation. However, in many instances they would be quite 
similar. 
Since hundreds of teachers and principalP are engaged 
in the instruction of thousands of children in the public 
schools of North Caroline, it seems quite fitting, if not nec- 
essary, that a study be made whereby the legal relationship 
existing between the principal, the teacher and the public 
school student may be set forth in a convenient, usable form. 
Many difficulties arise throughout the State each year which 
could be avoided If such source of legal infromation were 
available. 
At this time no such source of information is available 
outside of the Consolidated Statutes, General Statutes, Con- 
stitutional provisions, Supreme Court decisions, rulings by 
the Attorney General of the State, rulings by the State Board 
of Education and local school boards. Principals and teachers 
have little time to delve through such extensive legal matter 
in search of that particular portion which deals with the 
matter at hand. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study attempts to give, in ready form, such In- 
formation as might be needed by principals and teachers of 
North Carolina in determining their legal rights as well as 
the rights of the public school child under conditions where- 
in a criminal or tort action might arise. 
Scope of the Problem 
That the reader might more readily check the statutes 
referred to herein for a more comprehensive study of the matter 
under consideration, the General Statutes of North Carolina 
were used rather than the Consolidated Statutes of the State. 
No attempt was made to cite rulings by the many 
county boards of education or the governing boards of city ad- 
ministrative units which are intended do deal with local situa- 
tions. These rulings are of special significance to those 
directly concerned and are legally enforcable, but they have 
little value to school people throughout the State. 
In view of the fact that each session of the State 
Legislature passes laws dealing with situations in individual 
counties   -nc.  city administrative units vhich have no bearing 
on tiie  school   system of the State at  large„ no  attempt  was 
made to  check or noint   out  there  special  statutes.     Principals 
or  teachers  who are employee1, in ouch county  or  city administrative 
units   should  familiarize  themselves   with there  laws   or  confer 
••ith the   administrative  offical of  the  unit   concerned   for soeciel 
nrovislons which nay  be  arvolicable   to this-   subject within their 
unit. 
Method 
While this study is not intended rr ? legal guide in 
order to substantiate statements mede herein, s study of the 
following materials, was   carefully made: 
General Statutes   of. North Carolina  and Cumulative  Suv-nle- 
nents.   Charlottsvllle:  The Michie Comply,   19^3-19^9. 
Co-.nulsory School  Attend?nee.   Publicstion No.   253. 
Raleigh:   State Superintendent  of Public Instruction,  19iL5. 
Procedures   snn Re-rul-tion-   for Rout in ■■  School Busses , 
Letter to principal,  May 2,  19^9. Raleigh:  State Board of 
Education,   Division of Transportation,   19^-9. 
A Handbook for School Bus. Drivers, I9U0, Raleigh: North 
Carolina Department Motor Vehicles, Division of Highway Safety, 
19^0. 
Biennial Report  of the Attorney General   of North Carolina. 
Vol.   27,   19^,   Vol.   28,   19i*6,   Vol.   29,   19^8. 
Sessions  LAWS   of North Carolina,   Charlottsvllle:   The 
Michie Company,   19^3-19U9. 
North Carolina Re core's,   Charlottsvllle:   The Michie 
Company.    Cases  cited: 
State v Pendergrass,  19 N.  C. 365 
Hare v Board of Education,   113 N. C.  9 
State v Long,   117 N.  C.  798 
Drum v Miller,   135 N.  C.  217 
Brittingham v Stadiera,  151 N. C.  299 
Mclnnlsh v Board,  187 N. C.  k^k 
Scales  v Winston-Salem,   I89 N.   C.   127 
Benton v Board of Education,   201 N.  C.   653 
Moffitt v Davis,   205 N.   C.   565 
State  v Fogler,   211 N.  C.   695 
Borders v Cline,   212 N.   C.   ^72 
Educational Law Simplified,  by David Taylor Marke, 
New York:  Oceana Publications,  19^-9. 
The Discretionary Powers  of School Boards,  by John D. 
Messick,   Durham:   Duke University Press,   19^+9. 
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CHAPTER II 
LAWS RELATING TO ADMISSION AND ATTENDANCE 
Introduction 
Many people believe  that   the  right   to  attend our 
public  schools   is   extended to all without   responsibility. 
It   chould be made known that  a child's   admission to a public 
school   in this   or any  other state  is  based upon the legal 
fact  that  he  shall   have   met   certain  stated reoulrements un- 
til he  shall   have   completed the prescribed course  of study, 
arrived at the  age   of  sixteen years,   in North Carolina,   or 
shall  have been removed  for  cause. 
The  courts   have  held that  the  right  to  attend school 
and claim the benefits   of the public school system is   subject 
to lawful  rules  prescribed for the government   thereof.1 
It   is   our purpose  to discuss   lawful rules   so prescribed 
in  so  fax as   they relate  to admission  and attendance. 
Age 
Article 9, section 2 of the Constitution of North 
Carolina empowers the General Assembly to provide a uniform 
system of free schools for the children of the State.? 
1. Cogglns v Board of Education of City of Durham, 
223 N. C. ?63. 
2. Constitution of North Carolina, Article 9, Section 2, 
Under   the above   stated authority,   the  State has   com- 
mitted itself to  the provision of a uniform system of public 
schools   for   all   children between  the  age?   of six and twenty- 
one  years.     However,   persons   over  twenty-one years   of age who 
have  not   completed a   standard high school   course   of study may 
return for the -purpose   of oursulng vocational   courses   offered 
by the  school  and these   students   are  to be granted the same 
■privileges   as   other students   in the  school.     For this  general 
orogram of  instruction,   no  charge   is  made.3 
If  children have   satisfied all other  reouirements   they 
may enter  the nubile   schools   et  the   *ge   of six years.     How- 
ever,   they must   have  arrived at  their sixth year on or before 
October  first   of  the year  in which they  enroll,   and they must 
enroll   in  the  first month of the  school  year. 
Evidence  of Age 
For  many years   e   statement  by  the oarent   or guardian 
as  to the   correct   age  of a  child who oresents  himself for ad- 
mis* inn to the public   schools was   held to be  acceptable   for 
the record.     However,   in 19^5  the Attorney General handed 
down an  ooinion   in which it was   stated that  a parent   or 
guardian must  present  to the teacher  or orincinal satisfac- 
tory evidence of the child's age.5 
In 19^9 this  opinion was   Justified in that   the public 
school law was   amended to reaulre  every  such narent   or guardian 
—t—General Statutes   of North Carolina,   Chapter 115-371. 
k.     Ibid. 
5.  Biennial Report of the Attorney General, Vol. 23,p 71, 
to  furnish a birth certificate  or  other satisfactory evidence 
a?   to the   child's   age before he  could be admitted to the public 
schools   of  this  State." 
Attendance   in District 
Article  9,   section 3 of the Constitution  of North 
Carolina provides   for the division of the State  into school 
districts with a public  school  in each district.? 
Acting within the  authority granted under the  above   sec- 
tion,   the Legislature has  empowered the State Board of Education, 
with the  advice  of the  county board of education,   to divide  the 
counties   into a convenient   number of  school districts.     The 
statute provides; 
School districto-the  state board of education with 
the  advice  of the  county board of education  shall main- 
tain in each county a  convenient   number  of  school dis- 
tricts. ^     -, 
There may be  one district   and one   school   committee 
for both races  or the races  may have   separate districts 
and separate  school   committees." 
The State Board of Education  sets up  certain standards 
for both elementary  and high schools   throughout   the State.     Many 
schools  go   far beyond the minimum requirements   set up by the 
State Board of Education.     Schools   In adjoining districts  may 
vary widely  as  to physical  equipment,   quality of  Instruction, 
extra currlcular activities,  variety  of  courses   offered and  in 
many other respects,   although both schools  may have  the minimum 
 6^—general Statutes  of North Carolina. (Cum.  Supp.),   19^9 
Chapter 115-371. 
7. Constitution of North Carolina, Article 9, Section 3. 
8. general Statutes of North Carolina. Chapter 115-97. 
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requirements recommended by the Strvte Board of Education. 
This -ives  rise to the difficult  cmestion of attend- 
ance  on the part  of those   children who live  near the boundaries 
of the  two districts,   or  even well  within  the  districts.     The 
State Board of Education may transfer children from one district 
to  another under certain   circumstances but  generally speaking, 
children must   attend  school   in the  district   in which they live. 
This  question was   settled   in 19^7 by House Bill #722 
which orovldes:   "school  children shall attend school within the 
district   in which they reside unless   assigned elsewhere by  the 
State Board  of Education."9 
Transfer  of Students 
Chaoter 115-352  of the General Statute states; 
It  shall be within the discretion of the state board 
of education,   wherever it shall   aopear to be  more 
economical   for the   efficient   operation of the     chool   , 
to transfer   children living  in one   administrative unit 
or district   to another  administrative unit   or district 
for the   full term of such school without  the payment   of 
tuition:   Provided,   that  efficient   apace  is   available 
in the buildings  of such unit  or district  to which the 
s?id  children are  transferred:   orovided  further,   the 
provision as  to nonpayment  of tuition snail  not apply 
to children who have not been transferred as   set   ou. 
in this   section.10 
The  above provision makes   it  oossible in  an emergency 
to transfer,   temporarily,   any  child  from one  district   to another. 
This   transfer permits   a child to move   from a non-local  tax dis- 
trict   into a local  tax district   or  city   administrative unit  with- 
out  the payment   of tuition but  the  transfer must   be made by  the 
 q.     Session's" Laws   of North Carolina,   19^7,     Chapter 1077, 
Section 3,  p"  1575. 
10.    General Statutes   of North Carolina,   Chapter 115-352. 
9tate Board of Education and under conditions specified in the 
foregoing statute. 
A family or number of families who live on real property 
contlgious to a local tax district or city administrative unit 
may petition the county board of education or city administrative 
unit to be admitted into the special tax district or city admini- 
strative unit.  If the petition is approved by the county board 
of education or the board of trustees of the city administrative 
unit, a levy upon the property and poll of each Individual who 
is admitted shall be the same as that levied upon property 
and polls of those who reside within the special tax district or 
city administrative unit.11 
In making transfers such as has been indicated in the 
foregoing paragraphs, it shall be assumed that the county board 
of education has made the proper decision In the matter.  The 
burder of proof to the contrary shall be upon the complaining 
party or parties.  The General Statutes provide: 
In all actions brought in any court against a county 
board of education for the puroose of compelling the 
board to admit any child or children who have been ex- 
cluded from any school by the order of the board, the 
order or action of the board shall be presumed to be 
correct, and the burden of proof shall be on the complain- 
ing party to show to the contrary.12 
In the light of the information contained in the above 
statute, it is clearly intended that all children who live with- 
in an established school district shall attend school within 
11. Ibid., Chapter 115-100. 
12. Ibid.. Chapter 115-^9. 
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such district unless transferred by the County Board of Edu- 
cation, with the approval of the State Board of Education. 
Many families find themselves living on the border 
line between two school districts and within easy walking 
distance of school busses going to schools in both districts. 
In such instance, the county board of education has full 
authority to designate the school to which the child or child- 
ren shall go.  In many instances this problem is delegated to 
the principals of the schools Involved.  In all such instances 
such transfers should be approved by the principals as well as 
by the county board of education.  Should a child or children 
provide transportation to a school outlsde the district in 
which they reside, said district being a non-local tax district, 
his right to admission would still depend upon the permission of 
the County Board of Education with final approval of the State 
Board of Education. 
Special Tax Districts 
Legsl attendance of children residing in a local tax 
or a special tax district is clearly set out in the General 
Statutes.  The provision is as follows: 
The following persons residing in local tax or 
special school taxing districts shall be entitled 
to all the privileges and advantages of the public 
schools of said district or districts unless re- 
moved from school for cause: 
(a) All residents of the district who have not 
completed the prescribed course for graduation in 
the high school. 
(b) All children whose parents have recently 
moved into the district for the purpose of making 
their legal residence in the same. 
(c) Any child or children living with either 
11 
the  father or the mother or guardian who has made his 
or  her permanent   home within the district. 
(d)   Any child received into the home  of any person 
residing  in the district  as   a member of the   family,   who 
receives board and other support   free of cost.13 
Children In Orphanages.-Children who are residing  in 
orphanages  are considered resident  of the district in which 
they live.    The statutes provide: 
Children living  in and cared for and supported by  any 
Institution established or incorporated for the purpose 
of rearing and caring  for orphan children shall be con- 
sidered legal  residents   of the unit   or district in which 
the  institution is   located,   and  a part   or  all  of said 
orphan children shall be permitted to attend the public 
school  or schools  of the unit  or district. 
Provided,   that   the provisions   of this   section shall 
be permissive only,   and shall  not  be mandatory.!** 
After the  close   of the regular  session  of  the public 
school   or  schools   to which orphan children are assigned, 
by mutual  agreement  between the board of trustees   and 
officials   of such orphanage,   tuition may be charged  for 
the  remainder of the school term.15 
Feeble Minded Children 
The General Statutes  require   every  child who has 
reached his  seventh but  not his  sixteenth birthday to attend 
school  continuously for a period of time equal to that which 
the  public  school  in his  district   shall be  In session.1°    How- 
ever,   there  are  certain exceptions  to these provisions.    The 
General  Statutes  provide: 
Mental   incapacity shall be  an  excuse  for non-attend- 
ance,   and is   interpreted to mean feeble-mindness   or 
such nervous   disorder as   to make   it   either impossible 
for  such a child to profit  by instruction In the  school 
or impracticable  for the teacher properly to instruct 
the  normal pupils   of the  school.17 
-if. Ibid., Chapter 115-213. 
Ik, Ibid., Chapter 115-67. 
15. Ibid., Chapter 115-68. 
16. Ibid., Chapter 115-302, (Cum. SuppJ 19*9. 
17. Ibid., Chapter 115-303. 
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The teacher shall report such a child through channels 
to the State Board of Charities and Public Welfare.  This 
Board will cause an examination to be made and report its find- 
ings to the superintendent concerned.  If the child is found 
to be mentally unfit to attent the public schools, he may then 
be excluded end a written report filed with the superintendent 
concerned. 
Deaf and Blind Children 
Deaf and blind children of the State are subject to the 
provisions of the general compulsory attendance law, however, 
special provision is made for their education under the law. 
This statement presupposes P sound mind in each instance.  The 
State has provided special institutions wherein deaf and blind 
children may receive instruction especially fitted to their 
individual needs.  The General Statutes provide that* 
Every deaf and every blind child of sound mind in 
North Carolina who shall be qualified for admission 
into a state school for the deaf or the blind shall 
attend a school for the deaf or the blind for a term 
of nine months each year between the ages of seven and 
eighteen years. Parents, guardians or custodians of 
every such blind or deaf child between the ages of 
seven and eighteen years shall send or cause to be 
sent, such a child to some school for the Instruction 
of the blind or deaf as herein orovided. . .whenever 
a deaf or blind child shall have reached the age of 
eighteen and Is still unable to become self-supporting 
because of its defects, such a child shall continue in 
said school until it reaches the age of twenty-one 
unless it becomes self-supporting sooner.!° 
Parents or guardians of deaf and blind children who fail 
to send such children to some school for instruction are liable 
under the law.  However, they may await written instructions 
18. Ibid.. Chapter 115-309. 
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from the  superintendent   of such Institutions   requesting them 
to come for  instruction.19 
Immunization 
Before  a  child may enter the public schools   of North 
Carolina,   he  must  present   a certificate  of immunization against 
smallpox,   dlptheria and whooping  cough.     These  certificates   of 
immunization  must  be signed by a physician licensed to practice 
in North Carolina.     Should the  attempt  to gain  immunity against 
either  or all   of the diseases   listed  above prove  deterimental  to 
the health of the  child,   he may present   a certificate  from a 
physician licensed to practice  in North Carolina stating this 
to be  a fact.     Such certificate will be  accepted in lieu of the 
certificate   of  immunization.     However,   as  soon  as   hi"  health 
will permit,   he must   still take the  proper stepc   to acquire 
such immunity through accepted methods. 
The   statutes   on immunization provide: 
Whooping cough-All  children   of North Carolina are re- 
quired to be   Immunized against whooping cough before reaching the 
age  of one year.   .   .   ,20 
No teacher or principal shall  admit  a child to  any public, 
private  or parochial  school without   this   certificate or other 
satisfactory  etldence  of   such immunization.    However,   should 
such a child be a member  of a recognized organization or religious 
nature whoe   teachings   are   against  such practices,   he will  not  be 
required to present   such  a certificate.2! 
"19^     Ibid77"Chapter 115-310,(Cum. SuppJ 19^9. 
20. Ibid.,   Chapter 130-190, (Cum.  SuppJ 19^9. 
21. Ibid. 
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Small-pox-All  children In North Carolina are re- 
quired to be  Immunized against   small-pox before attend- 
ing  any public,   private  or parochial  school.     The 
physician administering the vaccine shall  send a cer- 
tificate  to the local health department  and give a 
copy to the parent   or guardian  of the  child to whom the 
vaccine was   administered. 
It  shall be unlawful   for any principal   or teacher 
to permit  any  child  to enter any public,   private  or 
parochial  school without  the   certificate presented to 
him or  his  parent   or guardian at  the time   of his  immuni- 
zation or other acceptable evidence  of such immunization.22 
Dlptherla-No principal   or teacher shall permit   e  child 
to  enter a public,   private or parochial  school without 
presenting a certificate  of immunization against  diptheria 
....     However,   children of parents who  are bona fide. 
members   of a recognized religious   organization whose 
teachings   are   contrary to the  practices  herein required 
shall   not  be required to present   such certificate of 
immunization.23 
In  either of the   foregoing  instances   if the vaccine 
proves  detrimental  to the health of the   child,   vaccination 
may  be postponed until   such condition has been removed. 
Married Students 
It  is generally understood that  after marriage young 
couples   should,   and general]y do,   accept   the  full responsi- 
bilities  associated therewith.     However,   if they  are under 
sixteen years   of age,   they are sti:i   subject   to the provisions 
of   the general   compulsory attendance law.     Unless  they  can 
qualify under  eome  of the  exceptions  listed therein,   they are 
subject   to  the provisions   of General  Statutes,   Chapter 115-302. 
The  teacher or principal  to whom either presents him- 
self for instruction cannot refuse the benefit   of  school.     The 
Attorney General  of North Carolina,   in an  opinion handed down 
in 1945,   states   in effect   that because  a pupil   is   married does 
~Z2.     Ibid.,   Chapter 130-183, (Cum.   SuppJ 19*9. 
23.     Ibid. 
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not within itself constitute grounds for refusing the benefit 
of school.2^ 
In another opinion handed down in 19*44, he states, in 
effect, that the principal of a school would not be authorized 
by General Statutes, Chapter 115-1^5 to refuse admission to a 
girl who had become a mother out of wedlock.O 
A married student is subject to the same rules and 
regulations prescribed for other students in the school. His 
continued attendance would depend upon his willingness to accept 
the fact that although his personal life might differ from that 
of the other students, his school life must follow essentially 
the same course as though he were unmarried. 
Pregnancy 
It would be a simple matter to exclude from school a 
girl who was pregnant under chapter 115-1^5 of the General 
Statutes. The difficulty encountered in such procedure would 
be the positive establishment of the fact. However, in the 
case of married students, the establishment of the fact would 
be the simplest matter which would confront the principal or 
teacher.  There would be no question of immorality, disreputable 
conduct, or violation of the school regulations involved.  It 
would be the problem of the school official to determine whether 
or not, under what circumstances and to what extent, such student 
would present a menace to the school. If and when the establish- 
ment of the presence of menace to the other students of the 
p.  71. 
~2tT,—Biennial Report  of the Attorney General,   Vol.   28. 
25.     Ibid..  Vol.   27,   p.60. 
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school became a fact, then such student could be excluded fro m 
the  school 26 
The   aueetion of pregnancies   becprne  a problem during  and 
since World Wpr II when many young married girls  whose husbands 
were  called into   foriegn  service were  l^ft with nothing to do 
but  return to  school.     Many local boards   of education   ar.d boards 
of trustees passec" local  regulations which were  sufficient  to 
cope with the  situation.     If this   has  not   been done,   such boards 
would have  authority to do so under   chanter 115-55 of the 
General Statutes,   which states: 
All powers  &nd duties   conferred  and lnroosed by law 
respecting public school*,   which are  not   expressly 
conferred   and   imposed  upon  sone   other  officials,   are 
conferred and lnroosed upon the   county board of educa- 
tion. 27 
The   courts  have held:   "the  county board  of education 
is  given discretionary -cowers   to direct   and supervise  the 
county school  system for the benefit   of all the   children there- 
in.   .   .  with which the  courts will  not   interfere   in the absence 
of its  abuse".28 
If a local board passed such regulation whatever 
its provision*  mi^ht be,   e.s  long  PS   it   acted  in good  faith 
without prejudice  or misuse  of power,   it   could delegate  such 
powers  to  the principal  or teacher who would be  legally res- 
ponsible  for  its   enforcement. 
26. General  Statutes  of North Carolina,   Chapter 115-145 
27. Ibid.,   Chapter  115-55. 
28. Mclnnish v Board,   187 N.   C.   ^94. 
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In the absence of some regulation by the local board 
of education or board of trustees, the principal or teacher 
could cither refer the matter to the board for consideration 
= nd pctlon or move within his own ri-ht under Chapter 115-^5 
of the General Statutes. 
Race 
Since the State orovldes a uniform system of free 
public schools for ell the children within its boundaries and 
states that a child shall attend the public schools within 
the district in which he resides, one might think he could 
attend any rmblic school located in the district.  It must 
not be forgotten that the child must attend the school to which 
he has been assigned by the county board of education. Then 
there is a further exception in the case of negroes and Croatan 
Indians for whom separate schools are provided.  In making this 
exception, there is to be no discrimination between the races. 
Article 9, section 2  of the Constitution of North 
Carolina states in effect that the white children shall have 
school- provided for the white children and the negro children 
shall 'npve  schools provided for the ne~ro children but there 
shall be no discrimination in favor of either race. 
The legislature of North Carolina in the establishment 
of our system of free public schools for all the children of the 
State -provides; 
that the children of the white race and the 
children of the colored race shall be taught in separate 
29 I—Constitution, of North Carolina,   Article  9,   Section  2, 
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public  schools,  but there shall be no discrimination in 
favor of or to the prejudice of either race.    All Yh*te 
children shall be  taught in public schools provided for 
the white race,  and all colored children shall be taught 
In public schools provided for the  colored race; but no 
child with negro blood,  or what  is generally known as 
Croatan Indian blood,   In his veins,  shall attend a school 
for the white race and no such child shall be  considered 
a white child.    The descendants  of the Croatan Indians, 
now living  in Robeson,  Sampson and Richmond Counties, 
shall have  separate schools  for their children.Ju 
Specific reference   is made   in the General Statutes  with 
reference to the Indians  of Persons  County.    These are the des- 
cendants  of   'White's Lost Colony'  which resided in the eastern 
portion of this  State.    These Indians  are to be hereinafter re- 
ferred to a* the  'Indians  of Persons County'.    The Croatan 
Indians   are   to be designated hereinafter as   -The  Cherokee Indians 
of Robeson  County'.31 
Provision is made  for separate schools  for the children 
of the above named Indians  with their records  and reports kept 
separate  from those of all  other children In the State. 
The  Cherokee Indians of Western North Carolina have 
schools  provided for them by the Federal Government but  they are 
frequently admitted Into public schools for white  children.    Con- 
cerning the  Cherokee Indians  of Western North Carolina,   the 
Attorney General has ruled: 
Resident members  of the Eastern Band of the Cherokee 
of^Ss 8? JTSS !2£    f2SBfli ou/S'const !"' 
?utiSn or statues which prohibits a child whose parents 
are mSmoers of the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians 
?0.     General Statute of North Carolina,,   Chapter 115-2. 
31.    Ibid.,  Chapter 115-66. 
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of Western North Carolina from attending a public school 
along with white children, provided such Indian child is 
qualified as to age, residence and otherwise.32 
Determination of Racial Statue 
It is not the duty of the principal or the teacher 
but the duty of the board of education or board of trustees 
to pasR upon and determine the racial status of any child with- 
in the county should the question of his attendance in a white 
school be questioned. 
The Attorney General states; "It is a proper function 
of a county board of education to determine the racial status 
of a child for the purpose of assignment to the proper school 
within the county administrative unit."33 
The statutes have provided a yardstick which is to be 
used in determining the racial status of an individual but 
since this is not a function of principals or teachers, but 
boards of education, it will be discussed no further. 
It might be of value to note that the courts have 
held that the burder of proof rests upon the plaintiff in his 
establishment of the degree of negro blood in his veins,3^ 
No Constitutional provision nor statute was found which 
would prohibit the child of a parent of any nationality or race 
other than the Negro or the Indian of Eastern North Carolina from 
entering a public school for white children. 
p.  79. 
32. Biennial Report  of the Attorney general.   Vol.   29, 
33. Ibid.,  Vol.  28,  p.  671. 
3^.  Hare v Board of Education. 113 N. C. 9. 
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Summary 
Although the  State provides   e   ryr.ter. of  free schools   for 
all   of  the  children in  the  state,   there  are  many   conditionc 
which must  "be met  by the   student  before he may  enter  and  enjoy 
-he benefits   so provided.     By no doing,   the State has protected 
the   interests   of al]   concerned.     There   conditions   are: 
1. The ri;;ht   to attend a public  school  Is   subject  tr   Irvful 
rules   and regulations prescribed for the  government   thereof. 
2. Children may  enter   school  at   the  age   of six year?   as   of 
October   first   of the  year  in which they enter.     They must 
enter in the  first  school month.    A birth certificate or 
other satisfactory  evidence as   to  their age  must be  present- 
ed before they may  enroll. 
3. Children must  attend school in the district  in which they 
reside unless   transferred elsewhere by the   county board  of 
education with the permission  of the State Board of Educa- 
tion.     They may become a part   of a  speciPl   tax district 
upon approval   of « 'bitten petition by the board of the 
special  taxing district  and by paying the  same tax as those 
who reside within the special district. 
k.    All  children or wards   of those   standing  in  loco parent is 
may attend special   tax or  local   tax supported  schools   pro- 
vided said  children  reM.de  in the  local  or  -pedal  tr" dis- 
trict. 
5. Feeble  minded  children are  exempt   from the  provisions   of 
the  compulsory school law. 
6. Deaf and blind children are subject  to  compulsory attend- 
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ance  law.     The" must   attend school between the  age  of 
seven and  eighteen  years  but  shall be  nl?ced  in special 
institutions   -orovided  for   then. 
Children must  be  immunized against  diptheria,   small-pox 
and whooping   cou^h before  they  can enter  ?  public,   private 
or parochial   school.     Pon;    fide religious   objections   and 
health difficulties   because  of  immunization  excented. 
Married students  may enter school.    They are  subject  to 
the provisions  of the  compulsory attendance law.    Pregnant 
wives   may be   excluded from school.     School boards   have the 
power to make regulations  concerning same. 
Children   of the white race   and   children of the colored race 
are required  to have separate public  schools  as  are the 
children of the Indians  of Eastern North Carolina.    Cherokee 
Indians   of Western  North Carolina   may   enter public  schools 
for white   children.     Boards   of  education  shall determine   the 
racial   status   of  any child in  question.     No  Constitutional 
provision or   statute orohibits   the  children  of any  nationality 
other than Negro or Indian of Eastern North Carolina  from 
entering the   schools   established  for the white  children of the 
State. 
CHAPTER III 
LAWS RELATING TO COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 
Introduction 
Regular school attendance Is an essential factor In 
the elevation of the whole citizenship toward a satisfactory 
level of general education and wholesome civic, social, moral, 
and spiritual satisfaction.  It is unfortunate that thousands 
of children drop out of school, for reasons too mumerous and 
complex to mention here, long before they have finished the 
prescribed course of study reauired for graduation from the 
high schools of North Carolina. 
Were it not for the Compulsory School Attendance Law, 
thousands would drop out before they had completed the course 
of study in the grammar schools.  These drop outc would be 
brought about because of as many or more reasons than are 
found in a study of those who leave before graduation from the 
high school. 
Satisfactory or adequate instruction is impossible 
where a student is irregular in attendance.  Continued irregu- 
larities tend to cause a lagging interest on the part of the 
student.  The record shows for the year 19^4-^5 there were 
almost sixty thousand absences each day school was in session. 
The same record also shows over forty five thousand pupils 
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stopped school to enter employment or for one of many other 
reasons.1 
The Compulsory School Attendance Law is  designed to 
Improve attendance In the public schools not necessarily by 
forcing children to remain In school but by assuring many of 
them the opportunity of attending school where otherwise they 
would be kept  out  for various  reasons.     It  also  assures the 
parents  of legal assistance  In case parental   authority has 
ceased to be  sufficient to cause the child to remain in school 
until he has had an opportunity to profit by so doing. 
The  enforcement  of the Compulsory School Attendance 
Law is a responsibility  of the County or City Superintendent 
of Public Welfare,  the county board of education or board of 
trustees   of  a city administrative unit,  principals  and teachers. 
However,   an administrative unit may employ a special attend- 
ance officer whose duties shall be to enforce the provisions  of 
the above law.2 
Age Provisions 
The General Statutes provide: 
Every parent,  guardian or other person in the state 
having   charge or control of a child between the  ages  of 
seven and fifteen years during the twelve months  follow- 
ing July first,   one thousand nine hundred and forty rive, 
and between the ages of seven and sixteen years thereafter 
shall   cause such child to attend school  continuously  for 
a period equal to the time which the public school in the 
district in which the child resides  shall be in sesalon.   .   .3 
 T State Superintendent  of Public Instruction,  Compulsory 
School Attendance, Publication No.  253, Raleigh:  19*5,  P. 3. 
2. Ibid. 
3. General Statutes,  Chapter 115-302,(Cum.  SuppJ 19^9. 
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Under this   section of the law,   principals   and teachers 
have the right to excuse a child for temporary absences which 
are beyond his  control.    There is nothing in the law which 
will   compel   a child to  attend school when good  common  sense 
and Judgment  require his presence at home or elsewhere. 
If a child shall  attend a private school  or study under 
the supervision of a private tutor,   the private school must  re- 
ceive the approval of the  county superintendent  of public in- 
struction and the  courses of instruction under the private tutor 
must run concurrently with the public school in the district e.nd 
must  extend for as long as the term. 
Rules   and Regulations 
Chapter 115-303 of the General Statutes directs the 
State Board of Education to: 
.   .   .formulate such rules and regulations as may be 
necessary for the proper enforcement  of the Provisions 
«r h       article       The board shall prescribe what   shall 
constltSe^ancy,  what  causes may ^"£5\J«g"- 
mate  excuses   for temporary non-attendance  due to pfty- 
ESS sa» rsa vsffMr 
failing to carry out such instructions shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor. . . »5 
Should any city or county administrative unit have a 
higher compulsory attendance law in operation, It would not be 
bound by these provisions but the State Board of Education 
~h.    ibid.,""Chapter 115-302. 
5. Ibid., Chapter 115-303. 
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would have to  investigate  and arrorove  such attendance law be- 
fore  these provisions  vould be inapplicable." 
Feeble Minded Children 
The  some  statute makes provision  for  the  non-attendance 
of  fpeble  minded  children or children suffering a nervous   dis- 
order of such conseouer.ee that  they could not   -profit  by instruc- 
tion  in the public school1--.     School   officials   must  report   all 
such op-cf   to the   County Superintendent   of Public Welfare  who 
shall   in turn report   same to the State Board   of Charities   and 
Public Welfare.     The latter agency will cause  an examination of 
the   child to be made.     If he is   found suffering  such mental 
difficulty as   to   zpv.se  his presence   in the school   to be a dis- 
turbing factor   in  the   instruction  of  other children,   he may  be 
excluded from  the   school.     Full record of the  proceedings   must 
n 
be   filed with the   county   superintendent   of public   instruction. 
Enforcement 
The  superintendent  of public welfare   or the  attendance 
officer orovided by a   county  or city  administrative unit   is 
charged with the   enforcement   of the  Compulsory Attendance  Law. 
If no  attendance  officer  or truant  officer is  provided by   an 
administrative unit,   the  Superintendent   of Public Welfare will 
investigate   and prosecute  such cases.     Teachers   and principals 
are reouired to make  reports  of all unlawful   absences  to  such 
officers   and 
in his  hands,   in case of any orosecution,   con- 
stitute 'orima facie  evidence of the violation of this 
T.     Ibid. 
7.     Ibid..   Chapter 115-302, 
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article, (Compulsory School Attendance Law) and the 
burder of proof Bhall be upon the defendant to show 
the lawful attendance of the child or children upon 
an authorized school.° 
Children Who Must Work 
If any  child Is   required to work for the  support   of 
either himself or the family and such child is within the 
compulsory  school   age,   the parent   or person in loco parentls 
must  make an affidavit   to  this   effect.     The attendance officer 
is required  to make a  thorough investigation of the matter  and 
present  his   findings  to the   Juvenile  court.     If the court   shall 
find such reasons  Justified,   it will report its  findings to the 
county board of education  or  city board of trustees  for action 
and assistance.9 
If after aid to   an  indigent   child hes been recommended 
by the   Juvenile   court,   the  county board of education may cause 
funds   to be   appropriated not  to exceed $10.00 per month for 
each child so  found In  need.     It   is   the duty of the attendance 
officer to  assure the  spending  of such funds   for the purpose   for 
which it was   appropriated else  such  funds  may be withdrawn.10 
Deaf and Blind Children 
The General Statute provide  that: 
Every deaf and every blind   child of sound mind in 
North Carolina who  shall be qulalfled to admission into 
a state   school  for  the deaf or the blind for  a term of 
nine months   each year between the  ages  of six and eighteen 
years     .   .   .    Whenever a deaf  or blind child shall reach 
Tl     Ibid.,   Chapter 115-30^. 
9.    Ibid.,  Chapter 115-307. 
10.    Ibid.,  Chapter 115-308. 
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the age of eighteen and Is  still unable to become self- 
supporting because  of its defects,   such a  child shall 
continue in said school until  it reaches the  age of 
twenty-one, unless  it becomes  self-supporting sooner.11 
It  is  the duty of the county superintendent of public 
instruction to report  the names of parents  or persons  in 
charge of deaf,  dumb,  blind or feeble-minded children to the 
principal  of the  school wherein each should be   in attendance.12 
Excused Absences 
Whether or not  an absence  in excusable will provide 
grounds  for possible prosecution of a parent or guardian or 
persons having in charge a child who is within the compulsory 
school age.    In the light  of these  circumstances,   it seems  a 
wise procedure to quote,  verbatim,   the provisions  set  forth 
in Publication Number 253,  Compulsory School Attendance.    A 
total  of eleven situations  are listed with clarifying state- 
ments  wherein absences may be excused by the principal  or the 
teacher.    They are as  follows; 
1. Illness  of the  child that   incapacitates  the child 
from attending school  shall   constitute  a legitimate  excuse 
for non-attendance.    The principal or teacher,  however, 
shall reaulre a physician's  certificate if a child is  con- 
tinually 'absent for illness,  unless the teacher is satis- 
fied that the child is really unable  to attend school.    But 
wherever it  is inconvenient to secure a physician's  certi- 
ficate,   It shall be the duty of the teacher to investigate 
continued absence for illness,   and if the teacher is  not 
satisfied that the reputed illness is  sufficient  cause  for 
absence,  she shall report  the  case to the  county health 
officer for final decision. 
2. IllngBg  In  the   family  is   a legitimate  excuse  for 
non-attendance wherever it   is   apparent that   the   child's 
11. Ibid.7 Chapter 115-309. 
12. Ibid.,  Chapter 115-312. 
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services   are  needed  In the  home  or wherever there may be 
danger  of spreading a contagious disease. 
3.     Death in the  Immediate   family is   likewise a 
legitimate excuse  for non-attendance. 
h. Quarantine is, of course, a legitimate excuse, 
and quarantine shall be understood to mean isolation by 
order of the local   or State Board of Health. 
5. Physical  incapacity  shall  be  an excuse   for non- 
attendance.     This   shall be  interpreted to mean physical 
defects  which make   it  difficult   for the  child to attend 
school,   or which render the  instruction nf  the  child  im- 
practicable  in any   other than  special   class   or a special 
school.     Wherever possible,   special  classes   should bf 
provided for such pupils,   who would be  encouraged though 
not  required to attend. 
6. Mental  incapacity shall be  an excuse  for non- 
attendance,   and  is   interpreted to mean feeble-mlndedness 
or such nervous  disorder  as   to  make  it  either  impossible 
for  such child to profit by instruction given in the 
school  or impracticable  for the  teacher properly to  in- 
struct  the  normal pupils   of the  school.     In the  case   of 
feeble-minded children the  teacher shall   designate the 
same  in her reports   to the county  superintendent   of 
public welfare,   and  it   shall be his duty to report all 
such cases   to the State Board of Public Welfare. 
7. Severe weather,   that  may be dangerous   to the 
health or safety  of the  children  in transit   to and  from 
school,   shall   constitute a legitimate  excuse   for non- 
attendance. 
8. Dletancg  from the school shall  constitute a 
legitimate  excuse  for  non-attendance   if a child resides 
two and  a half-miles   or more by  the nearest  route of 
travel   from the schoolhouse  or   an established bus route. 
Note*   the present  law on State  transportation of 
pupils provides that  the bus route shall come within 
one mile   of the   child unless  road  or  other   conditions 
make  it   inadvisable. 
9       Poverty in  certain cases   may be a legitimate 
excuse,' but  all  such cases  must be  reported to the  county 
superintendent   of public welfare.     Co-operation of individ- 
uals  and organized  agencies   engaged in specialized social 
work should be  invoked by the   teacher      In  this   connection, 
school   officials   are referred to  sections   115-307 and 115- 
308  of the  compulsory attendance law printed elsewhere   in 
this  pamplet.     Aid  to  indigent   children is   now under the 
county welfare budget  under the direction   of the  county 
superintendent   of public welfare. 
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10.     The  completion of the  course  of study  of the 
public  school  attendance  area  in which the   child resides 
shall   excuse the   child from attending  school,   although 
said child may not  have reached his   fifteenth birthday. 
11.     Demands   of  the   farm  and home.     Section 115-303 
■ "compulsory  school  act   provides "that   "imnediate 
demands   of the  farm or home"   in certain seasons   of  .he 
ye*r  in  the  several  sections   of the  State   shall   consti- 
tute a legal  excuse   for  temporary  non-attendance,   and tne 
State Board of Education is   authorized to   formulate   such 
rules   and regulations  as   it may deem necessary  to meet 
the provisions   of this   act.     Since  the  conditions   in 
different  parts   of the State  are  so unlike,   the   State 
Board of Education authorizes   the   county  boards   fj edu- 
cation and the governing authorities   of city  administrative 
units to  excuse temporary non-attendance   in any particular 
county where the  agricultural   conditions   are   such as  to 
show a reasonable  need   for the  rervlces   of the  children, 
under the following  conditions; 
Where   it   is   apparent  that   the demands   of the   farm 






and  cannot 
vices   of the child,   and 
Where  it   is   apparent that   sufficient 
to meet  these" demands   is   not   at hand 
Where°iteis   apparent   that   the  demands   of the home, 
due to  sickness   or other  causes,   are   Buch as   to 
call   for the   Immediate   assistance   of any  child, 
Where  it   is   apparent  that   immediate  assistance   is 
not   available   in the home   and  cannot  be  secured. 
There  is   no desire  to work  any  hardship on any  community, 
The  object   I? to secure  attendance   first     and not to make 
Ivl low fin stringent   as  to work a hardship.     It   is well 
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10. The   completion of  the   course of  study  of the 
public   school  attendance  area  in which the   child resides 
shall   excuse the   child from attending school,   although 
said child may not  have reached his   fifteenth birthday. 
11. Demands   of  the   farm  and home.     Section 115-303 
of the   compulsory  school  act   provides   that   »immediate 
demands   of the   farm or home"   in certain seasons   of the 
year  in the  several   sections   of the State   shall  consti- 
tute a legal   excuse   for  temporary non-attendance,   and tne 
State Board of Education is   authorized to   formulate   such 
rules   and regulations   as   it  may deem necessary to meet 
the provisions   of this   act.     Since the conditions   in 
different  parts  of the  State   are  so unlike,   the   State 
Board of Education authorizes   the  county  boards   of edu- 
cation and the governing authorities   of  city administrative 
units  to   excuse temporary non-attendance   in any particular 
county where  the  agricultural  conditions   are  such as to 
show a reasonable  need  for the   services   of  the children, 
under  the  following   conditions; 
Where  it   is  e.poarent   that  the demands   of the   I arm 
are serious   enough to require  the   immediate ser- 
vices   of the  child,   and 
Where  it   is  apparent  that   sufficient   assistance 
to  meet  these" demands   is   not   at hand and  cannot 
be secured. 
Where it is apparent that the demands of the home, 
due to sickness or other causes, are such as to 
call for the immediate assistance of any child, 
Where it is apparent that immediate assistance is 
not available in the home and cannot be secured. 
There is no desire to work any hardship on any community 
The object is to secure attendance first, and not to make 
the law so stringent as to work a hardship.  It is well 
known that in the trucking season of the year the assist- 
ance of the children is necessary.  In other sections 
of the State agricultural demands may be such as to make 
the assistance of the older children necessary.  But it 
hardly can be said that the children under ten years of 
age can be of much assistance, either In the cases of 
farm or domestic needs. 
In such seasons of the year it might be wire to open 
school earlier and close about 12 or 1 o'clock, thus per- 
mitting the pupils to attend school the first half of the 
day and to aid their parents the second half.  This has 
been tried with success in certain districts and only a 
very few students are actually required in the home or in 
the fields during the school season. 
Note: Some counties have found it advantageous to 
divide the term by suspending the operation of the schools 
d. 
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during cotton picking time.™ 
Unlawful  Absences 
Truancy-Any rbsence which  cannot  be excused under one 
of the foregoing provisions  would be  considered unlawful.    A 
definition  of truancy tor-ether with  a  list   of other unlawful 
absences   PS  listed in the foregoing publication is  given below: 
Trupncy is  here   defined to mean absence  from school 
on the  part   of the   child without   the  consent   of the 
parent.     The  school   should  co-operate   in  every way poss- 
ible with the pprent   to prevent   or  correct   truancy,   and 
the  necessity  for   assuming this   responsibility should be 
impressed unon the Tjarent.     It   is  particularly  important 
to  correct  truancy  in  its   early   " -or,   because  if not 
corrected there,   it  usually leads  to serious   forms   of 
delinquency. 
Any   child who willfully  absents  himself  from school 
for  at  least  one  day,   is guilty   of truancy,   and  it   shall 
be the  duty of the te-^cher to  explain this   IPW to the 
puoil and pprent.     If the   chile", persists   in willfully 
absenting himself  from  school,   the  teacher  shall report 
the   spine  to the principal  end he to  the  attendance  officer 
Other unlawful ab 
pulsory attendance act 
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13.  Compulsory School Attendance, p. 16-18. 
lfc.  Ibid., p. 18-19. 
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Suspension 
Since all children of sound mind are reouired to attend 
school for the length of tine the school In the district In 
which he resides is in session, the suspension of such child 
for any infraction of school regulations or a scries of in- 
fractions becomes a matter cf serious consecuence. 
Concerninp; this matter the State Board of Education says; 
Whenever the conduct of any pupil in school is such 
as in the ooinion of the teacher should merit suspension, 
the teacher shall reoort the child, together with the 
causes for suspension to the principal; and if upon in- 
vestigation the orlncipel deems suspension advisable, he 
shall make the order of suspension and renort the child 
snd the cause of suspension to the attendance officer, 
vho  may carry the child before the Judge of the Juvenile 
court having Jurisdiction in the matter. 
The teacher ana" narent should co-ooerate to save the 
child to the school, ^nd the teacher should use great 
caution in handling such cases, for suspension should 
alv.'pys be the last resort of a teacher.  No child should 
be suspended unless it is evident that the welfare of the 
school is endangered by his presence.  Moreover, teachers 
should not hesitate to reinstate a pupil if it is at all 
evident that the child may be reclaimed, and a reinstate- 
ment should be allowed by the Juvenile court as a part of 
the conditions of Probation for the child.15 
Enforcement by School Officials 
The duties of the teacher, principal and the attendance 
officer are outlined with suggested procedures.  The duties are 
given without reference to suggested procedures... 
The Teacher-to inform the parents and pupils of the 
invoortance and value of regular school attendance. 
. . .To  ascertain the cause of non-attendance and thus 
determine when an absence is excused or unexcused in the 
legal sense.  (See Rules and Regulations of the State Board 
of'Education and section 115-1''^ of the General Statutes of 
North Crrolina).... 
15.  Ibid., p. 19. 
The Prlncioal-the principal,   as 
hall     ssune the responsibility  for 
compulsory attendance law and the Ru 
adopted by the Stp.te Board of Educat 
to in the following particulars; 
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1)    Report   of TTr.l?rful  Absences.     When the  -orin- 
cit>al   received   r  renort   from the  teacher that 
a child is   or was   unlawfully  absent  from school, 
he shall report  that  child's  absence to the 
attendance officer on the  form provided for 
that ourooee  (Form C5)   °nd give the  informa- 
tion   in det<11   concerning each person so re- 
ported  as   indicated  on the   form.     He  shal] 
prepare  such reports  on unlawful absence in 
duplicate,   sending both  copier   to the  attend- 
ance   officer.    Whenever nos-jble,   it   is 
suggested that  the  principal   confer  in  cerson 
with the  attendance" officer  concerning each 
particular  case   and giving  additional   facts 
surrounding each violation of the law which 
are  not   indicated on the   form.      (sec B below— 
"Attendance Officer.") 
a. 
(2)     Court   Cares.  In  case a child  or oarent   is  re- 
ported to the  court   for  failure  of  the   child 
to  attend school,   the principal  nay be  called 
as   a  witness   in the  case;   *>nd   it  will be his 
duty  to  appear when  so  called at   the time   and 
place specified,   pnd have with him the  teacher's 
report   of unlawful  absence   (Form Q5)   as  well 
p.s  the  teacher in person,   if available• 
Ke  shall  reoort   to  the  welfare   superintendent   the 
"School Record,"  Form D.   L.   k,   of  any  child who 
expects  to enter employment  following the  close of 
the  school term.   .   .   . 
The Attendance Officer-   it   is   the  duty   of  the  attend- 
ance   officer under   "he  IE"W   'to   investigate   and, orosecute  all 
violators'   of the   compulsory  attendance  law.lc 
16.   Ibid.,   p.   10-21. 
The  attendance  officer should report  the proceed!r ;a 
•ny investigation  or prosecution to the principal of the 
ool. 
It   is   strongly urged that  written excuses be recuired  of 
all   children ur>on the   day   they return  to  school   stating the 
reason for non-attendance.    This  will save the  teachei  a 
in sending out  notices  of  sbeence as well  as  cause the 
child and the p-rent   or   guardian to become   attendance   conscious. 
Report   form C3- Notice  of Absence   and report   form C5- 
p^.^v.t   of Unlrvful   Absence   are required  of all   teachers  and 
principals.    There  forms  may be obtained from the  superinten- 
dent of the  school?   in any county  or  city administrative unit.1? 
Satisfactory school attendance  cannot be  obtained through 
legal   channels.    If the   child  is  within the  compulsory school 
,ge,   and!   cannot  oualify under one of the accepted reasons  lifted 
by the State Boprd of Education,   his  presence  c?n be recuired but 
this   cannot   provide   the  mental attitude   ro necessary   for   acoept- 
educatlonal progress. 
Summary 
The  Compulsory Attendance Law is designed to l:eep in 
school   those   children who do   not want   to attend  as  well   as  to 
ure  this   right   in   fact   to   those   who would attend  if they were 
permitted to  do  so. 
Children between the   ages   of  seven and  sixteen years 
must  attend a  school continuously   for  the duration of the  term 
ir   the district  in which they live. 
17.     Ibid.,   p.   22. 
3^ 
The   Superintendent   of Public Welfare   is   the attendance 
officer  in units which do not   employ  a   special  attendance 
officer. 
Blind and deaf  children must   attend a school provided 
for  them by  the  State.     They must   attent between  the   ages  of 
reven and eighteen years  but  may  attend until   they have reached 
the   age  of twenty-one  years   if needed. 
The principal   or  the  teacher  of  the school may  excuse 
children  for absences   caused by oersonal   illness,   death in  the 
family,   illness   in the   family,   quarantine,   physical   incapacity, 
mental  lncappcity,   severe weather,   distance   from   the  school, 
poverty,   conroletlon of the   course   of  study and certain demands 
of the  farm and home. 
Truancy  if  defined   as the  absence  of the   child  from 
school without  the  consent   of the parent.     Any absence  other 
than  for the  reasons   listed   In the preceeding paragraph are 
deemed unlawful. 
The  teacher,   the principal  and the superintendent have 
definite roles  to play   in the  enforcement   of the  attendance   laws 
CHAPTER IV 
LAWS RELATING TO PUPIL CONTROL 
Introduction 
This study is not concerned with the wisdom of using a 
particular type of punishment in the enforcement of rules and 
regulations formulated for the government of children who attend 
the schools of the State.  It is not concerned with the educa- 
tional value of the use or failure to use corrective measures of 
sny type.  It does not consider the positive or negative reactions 
to the use of such upon the public relations programs Instituted 
by the educators of the country. 
It attempts to show, for the benefit of those concerned, 
the legal rights of the teacher and the pupil under citcumstances 
vhere corrective measures are deemed necessary in the enforcement 
of school regulations. 
The legal relationship existing between the principal or 
the teacher and the public school pupils is very difficult to 
define.  Children may enter the public schools at the age of six 
years but the law requires every child of sound mind to attent 
echool for a term equal to the time the public school of his dis- 
trict is in session.  This attendance 18 required of all children 
between the ages of seven and sixteen years. 
Authority For Control 
Furthermore, the statute requires the principal to exer- 
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else discipline over the pupils of the school.1 As a further 
requirement, the teacher's duties are defined as follows; 
It shall be the duty of all teachers to maintain good 
order and discipline in. their respective schools; to en- 
courage temperance, morality, industry and neatness;.   . 
to supervise the play activities during the recess, and to 
encourage wholesome exercise for all children; to teach as 
thoroughly as they are able all branches which they are 
required to teach;. . .to ascertain the cause for non- 
attendance of pupils, and report all violators of the com- 
pulsory school law to the attendance officer in accordance 
with the rule governing attendance and reports. . . ,£ 
Suspension 
It is quite obvious that some method of control is an 
absolute necessity if the above provisions or duties are carried 
out. The legislature of North Carolina has readily recognized 
this need and has written into the statutes a provision which 
may be cited in the solution of any serious problem which might 
arise.  The statute in question states; 
A teacher in a school having no principal, or the prln- 
cianl of a school shall have authority to suspend any pupil 
who willfully and persistently violates the rules of the 
school or who may be guilty of immoral or disreputable con- 
duct, or who may be a menace to the school.  But every sus- 
pension for cause shall be reported at once to the attend- 
ance officer, who shall investigate the cause and shall deal 
with the offender in accordance with rules governing the a 
attendance of children in school.-> 
The above statute gives the principal or the teacher a 
very effective means of removing undesirable children from the 
school.  It applies to children of all ages and sexes.  However, 
such measures are drastic and should be used with considerable 
caution.  The suspension or exclusion of a child from the public 
—     general Statutes. Chapter 115-lW. 
2. Ibid.. Chapter 115-1**. 
3. Ibid., Chapter 115-^5* 
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school defeats the very purpose for which the schools are main- 
tained and operated.  It deprives him, even though his conduct 
at the time is such that his presence with the group may not be 
tolerated, of the opportunity of acquiting the necessary educa- 
tion and training which is, in his case, sorely needed for his 
development into a desirable and worthwhile citizen.  It is 
therefore, essential that the principal or the teacher be legally 
;illowed to use other measures of correction short of suspension 
or exclusion from school. 
Punishment Short of Suspension 
Thi6 brings up the question of punishments short- of sus- 
pension. What authority has the principal or the teacher in the 
infliction of corrective measures short of suspension? The 
statutes do not set punishments for Bteted offenses nor can they. 
The same offense committed by different children would not merit 
nor justify the same punishment because of the element of mental 
maturity, social background, underlying cuase of the offense and 
its effect upon those directly concerned. These have a definite 
bearing upon the type of ounishment Justified.  Each violation of 
the rules of the school should be disposed of in the light of its 
own circumstances and with considered regard for the personality 
of the child involved. 
Many caces have been tried in our courts where school- 
masters were charged with assault.  The most famous of these and 
the one which is used today as the outstanding Judicial inter- 
pretation of this relationship which exist between schoolmaster 
and student and the extent to which the schoolmaster can use 
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corrective measures upon a child la   the State v Pendergrase. 
This  Judgment handed down in 1837 toy the Supreme Court of 
North Carolina has  never been outmoded or reversed.    It should 
be studied carefully by all  schoolmasters and teachers who 
exercise the right  of correction upon their pupils.    It is 
given here in full: 
The State v Rachel Pendergrass 
June term 1837 
Opinion: Hon. William O-aston 
Statement: 
The law confides to schoolmasters and teachers a discre- 
tionary power in the infliction of punishment upon their 
pupils, and will not hold them responsible criminally, 
unless the punishment be such as to occasion permanent 
injury to the child; or be inflicted to gratify their own 
evil passions. 
The Case 
The above indictment was for assault and battery at 
Caswell: 
The defendent kept a school for small children; that upon 
one occasion, after mild treatment towards a little girl, 
of six or seven years of age, had failed, the defendant 
whipped her with a switch, so as to cause marks upon her 
body, which disappeared in a few days. Two marks were 
also proved to have existed, one on the arm, and another 
on the neck, which were apparently made with a larger in- 
strument, but which also disappeared in a few days. 
The Judgment 
Q-aston: It is not easy to state with precision, the power 
which the law grants to schoolmasters and teachers, with 
respect to the correction of their pupils.  It is analogous 
to that which belongs to parents, and the authority of the 
teacher is regarded as a delegation of parental authority. 
One of the most sacred duties of parents, is to train up 
and aualify their children, for becoming useful and virtu- 
ous members of society; this duty cannot be effectually per- 
formed without the ability to command obedience, to control 
stubbornness, to quicken dilligence, and to reform bad 
habits- and to enable him to exercise this salutary sway, 
he is armed with the power to administer moderate correction, 
when he shall believe it to be Just and necessary. The 
teacher is the substitute of the parent; is charged in part 
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with the performance of his duties, and in the exercise 
of these delegated duties, is invested with his power. 
The law has not undertaken to prescribe stated punish- 
ments for particular offenses, but has contented itself 
with the general grant of the power of moderate correction, 
and has confided the graduation of punishments, within the 
limits of this grant, to the discretion of the teacher. 
The line which separates moderate correction from immoder- 
ate punishment, can only be ascertained by reference to 
general principles. The welfare of the child is the main 
purpose for which pain is permitted to be Inflicted. Any 
punishment therefore, which may seriously endanger life, 
limbs or health, or shall disfigure the child, or cause 
any other permanent Injury, may be pronounced in itself 
immoderate, as not only being necessary for, but Inconsis- 
tent with, the purpose for which correction is authorized. 
But any correction, however severe, which produces tempo- 
rary pain only, and no permanent ill, cannot be so pronounc- 
ed, since it may have been necessary for the reformation of 
the child, and does not injuriously affect its future wel- 
fare. We hold, therefore, that it may be laid down as a 
general rule, that teachers exceed the limit of their author- 
ity when they cause lasting mischief; but act within the 
limits of it, when they inflict temporary pain. 
When the correction administered, is not in itself immoder- 
ate, and therefore beyond the authority of the teacher, its 
legality or illegality must depend entirely, we think, on 
the quo anlmo with which it was administered.  Within the 
sphere of his authority, the master is the Judge when cor- 
rection is required, and of the degree of correction neces- 
sary; and like all others instrusted with a discretion, he 
cannot be made penally responsible for error of Judgment, 
but only for wickedness of purpose. The best and wisest 
of mortals are weak and erring creatures, and in the exer- 
cise of functions be rightfully required to engage for more 
than honesty of purpose, and dilligence of exertion. His 
Judgment must be presumed correct, because he is the judge, 
and also because of the difficulty of proving the offense, 
or accumulation of offenses, that called for correction; 
of showing the peculiar temperament, disposition, and habits, 
of the individual corrected; and of exhibiting the various 
milder means, that may have been ineffectually used, before 
correction was resorted to. 
But the master may be punishable when he does not transcend 
the powers granted, if he grossly abuse them. If he uses 
his authority as a cover for malice, and under the pretense 
of administering, gratify his own bad passions, the mask of 
the Judge shall be taken off, and he will stand amenable to 
Justice, as an individual not invested with Judicial power. 
We believe that these sre  the rules applicable to the de- 
cision of the case before us. If they be, there wae error 
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in the instruction given to the jury, that if the child 
was whipped by the defendant so as to occasion the marks 
described by the prosecutor, the defendant had exceeded 
her authority, and was guilty as charged.  The marks 
were all temporary, and in a short time all disappeared. 
No permanent injury was done to the child.  The only 
appearance that could warrant the belief or suspicion 
that the correction threatened permanent injury were the 
bruises on the neck and the arms; and these, to say the 
least, were too equivocal to Justify the Court in assum- 
ing, that they did threatem such mischief.  We think that 
the instruction on this noint should have been, that un- 
less the Jury could clearly infer from the evidence, that 
the correction inflicted had produced, or was in itc nature 
calculated to produce, lasting injury to the child it did 
not exceed the limits of the power which had been granted 
to the defendant.  We think also,  hat the Jury should 
have been further instructed, that however severe the pain 
inflicted, and however in their Judgment it might seem dis- 
proportionate to the alleged negligence or offense of so 
young and tender a child, yet if it did not produce nor 
threaten lasting mischief, it was their duty to acquit the 
defendant; unless the facts testified induced a conviction 
in their minds, that the defendant did not act honestly in 
the performance of duty, according to her sense of right, 
but under the pretext of duty, was gratifying malice. 
We think that rules less liberal toward teachers, cannot 
be laid down without breaking in upon the authority neces- 
sary for preserving discipline, and commanding respect; and 
that although these rules leave it in their power to commit 
acts of indiscreet severity, with legal impunity, these in- 
discretions will probably find their check and correction 
in parental affection and in oublic opinion; and if they 
should not, that they must be tolerated as a part of those 
imperfections and inconveniences, which no human laws can 
wholly remove or redress. 
PER CURIAK JUDGIffiNT  REVERSED 
Cited:   State v Stalcup,   24 N.   C,   52;   State v Black,   60 N.   C, 
State v Rhodes,   6l  N.   C,   457;   State v Alfred,   68 N.   C, 
State v McNinch,   90 N.   C,   ?00; State v Jones,   95 N.   C, 






State v Stafford,   113 N.   C,   636;   State  v Long,   117 
N.   C, 
Drum v Miller,   135 N.   C,   217.4 
Ti^     State v Pendergrass,   19 N.   C.   365. 
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A Definition of Malice 
A definition of malice was  handed down in the case  of 
State v Long.    General malice was defined as.   .   ."wickedness, 
a. disposition to do wrong,   a black  and diabllical heart,   re- 
gardless  of social duty  and fatally bent  on mischief.   .   .this 
is  malice against mankind.   ..."     Speaking of malice which 
might motivate the desire to punish a child,  it was observed: 
"particular malice  Is  ill will,  grudge,   a desire to be revenged 
on a particular person.   .   .   ,"° 
Principals  and teachers are upheld in their right to 
use discretionary powers  in the choice and administration of 
corrective measures if needed In maintaining good order in the 
schools.    However,   such punishments must be reasonable,  admin- 
istered without malice or evil Intent and must  cause no per- 
manent   or lasting  damage. 
In Drum v Miller it was held: 
An act done by a teacher in the exercise of his  authority, 
and not  prompted by malice,   is  not actionable,  though it may 
cause permanent injury,  unless  a person of ordinary prudence 
could reasonably have forseen that a permanent  Injury would 
naturally or probably result  from the act./ 
The  above decision resulted from the review of a case 
wherein a teacher had tossed a pencil to attract the attention of 
an inattentive pupil.    He faced the teacher Just  in time to have 
the pencil strike him in the eye  causing painful  and probably 
permanent  injury.    While the  act was  Indiscreet,   no harm was  in- 
-Jl     State v Long,   117 N.   C.   798. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Drum v Miller,   135 N.  C.  217. 
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tended nor expected. 
As to the degree of pain to be Inflicted or with refer- 
ence to what shall be classified as moderate or immoderate 
punishment, It will be noted that pain would be administered 
for the welfare of the pupil. Such pain, however severe, 
which caused temporary pain only and caused no permanent or 
lasting Injury could not be considered Immoderate. 
Acting within the sphere of his authority the principal 
or the teacher Is the Judge of the type of punishment to be In- 
flicted. As one acts in a Judicial capacity, he cannot be held 
responsible criminally for an error in Judgment but only for 
evil intent. Paragraph three, State v Pendergrass states. . . 
"his Judgment must be presumed correct because he is the judge 
«8 • • • • w
However, should the principal or teacher use this author- 
ity for personal reasons of malice or evil, he would no longer be 
considered the person acting as a Judge in the exercise of dis- 
cretionary powers; therefore, he would be subject to the laws 
as an individual. 
Corporal Punishment — Risk in Administration 
It must be remembered that the principal or the teacher 
always runs the risk of being charged with using Immoderate or 
unreasonable force in the use of corporal punishment. While the 
criteria for Judging is permanent or lasting injury to the child, 
or the exlstance of malice, the final decision rests with the 
Jury if assault and battery is charged against the school official, 
"SI    State v Pendergrass, 19 N. C. 365. 
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There  is  a growing sentiment against the use of corporal 
punishment  in the schools  of the State.    It is believed that ex- 
cept  in rare and exceptional cases,   other and more satisfactory 
methods of correction can and should be employed. 
It  is  also of considerable significance to those who are 
charged with administrative responsibilities within the school 
and especially the administration of corrective measures upon 
pupils,  that boards of education are vested with full authority 
to make rules  and regulations governing the same.    While the 
courts may not hold the  official liable,  the boards  of education 
may require his resignation for a violation of its  stated regu- 
lations.    In such cases,   the courts will not  interfere.9 
The G-eneral Statutes provide that: 
All powers  and duties  conferred and Imposed by law 
resoectlne public schools,  which are not  expressly con- 
feSSIS imposed upon seme other offiel«l8;«re con- 
ferred and imposed upon the county board of education.10 
Use Limited by Board of Education 
It has been stated earlier in this  investigation that 
no attempt would be made  to cite rulings  by the various   county 
boards  of education or boards   of trustees   of  city  administrative 
units.    Some  of them have adopted rules  and regulations  concern- 
ing the use of corporal punishment within the schools under their 
jurisdiction.    It  is  a wise procedure to acquaint  one's self with 
such rules  and regulations before the actual administration of 
corporal punishment. 
Q.    Mclnnlih v Board.  187 N.  C. W. 
10.    General Statutes.   Chapter 115-155. 
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Karke states; "New Jersey is the only state which by 
statute has prohibited the use of corooral punishment." 
Messick states: 
A thoroughly established rule in the government of a 
school is that a board of school control is invested witn 
such power as may be delegated to a teacher to punish a 
pupil for a violation of good order end necessary declpl- 
iinp- but the nature and the extent of the punishment 
which -nay be thus inflicted have always depended upon the 
circumstances of each individual case.  Cruel or excessive 
nunlshment is construed to be unreasonable and improper, 
but any reasonable rule adopted and enforced witnout 
malice is within the discretionary power of the teacher or 
superintendent of a school.12 
The statutes do not provide punishments for stated 
offenses because school regulations are designed to meet the 
particular needs of the school at a given time end in a given 
place. A regulation might be a necessity for a period of time 
under special conditions but with the removal of the conditions, 
the rule would no longer be needed.  For example, if the school 
is erecting a water tank, it might be a matter of life aJid 
death that children remain outside a given area.  The presence 
of dangerous machinery, falling debris or the accidental dropping 
of materials might kill a child.  A regulation prohibiting child- 
ren from approaching this dangerous area would be reasonable, 
prudent and within the authority of 'he teacher or principal. 
Punishment for violating such a regulation would be within the 
sphere of authority of school officials. 
 il.  David"Taylor Marke, Educational Law Simplified, New 
York: Oceana Publications, 19^9, P. 31. 
12.  John D. Messick, Discretionary Powers, gf School 
Boards. Durham: Duke University Press, 19*9, P. 105. 
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Chain of Authority 
No special formula can be laid down for the passage of 
rules and regulations governing the children who attend the 
public schools of North Carolina. The school boards are vested 
with broad discretionary powers in their control and administra- 
tion of the public schools.13 The principal is the executive 
officer of the school and ". . .he shall have authority, subject 
to the approval of the county superintendent, to grade and class- 
ify the pupils, and exercise discipline over the pupils of the 
school. . . ."l^ 
The statute further states; 
The governing board of the county administrative unit 
Is 'The County Board of Education'. The governing board 
of the school district is 'The District Committee'. The 
governing board of a city administrative unit is "The 
Board of Trustees'. . . .  The executive officer of the 
county administrative unit, shall be called 'Superin- 
tendent'. The executive head of a district or school 
shall be called 'Principal^ 
This chain of authority, subject to the approval of the 
administrative board of education in the district, grants the 
principal the right to pass all rulesand regulations needed for 
the general welfare and common good of the pupils in the school. 
These rules must be reasonable and proper. The right to punish, 
with kindness, prudence and Justice, is within the scope of the 
authority granted by the statutes and upheld by the Supreme 
Court of the State. 
13. general Statutes. Chapter 115-56. 
Ik.    Ibid.. Chapter 115-1^8. 
15. Ibid., Chapter 115-11. 
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Summary 
The wisdom of using particular punishments is not the 
concern of this chapter. 
Teachers and principals have statutory directions to the 
effect that they are to maintain good order and exercise discip- 
line over the pupils of the school. These statutes specify sus- 
pension as a means of maintaining proper order and discipline in 
the schools, but not to the exclusion of all other means of cor- 
rection. 
The Supreme Court of North Carolina has ruled in numerous 
casee that schoolmasters are granted discretionary powers in the 
use of corrective measures upon the pupils of the schools. In 
this use, they are not liable under the law unless permanent or 
lasting injury is done or that punishments are inflicted because of 
malice or to satisfy their own evil passions. 
Teachers and principals are always subject to the risk of 
being charged with using immoderate or unreasonable force, malice 
or anger in the administration of corporal punishment on the 
pupils under their supervision. The final decision in these 
matters rests with the Jury. 
Boards of education have the legal right to forbid the use 
of special types of corrective measures. While these directives 
do not have the force of law, they may require the resignation of 
a teacher or principal who violates such ruling by the board of 
education. 
Punishments   for stated offenses   cannot  be  established by 
statute.    Rules are made  for the benefit  of children under certain 
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conditions. The conditions will vary and punishments for the 
same offense will vary with different children because of the 
many personal factors Involved. 
CHAPTER V 
LAWS RELATING TO PUPIL INJURIES 
Introduction 
Is  the principal   or the  teacher liable   in tort  action 
for puoil   injuries while he   1« under the   Jurisdiction of the 
public  school?     Do excursions   and trips by athletic teams   and 
other  student   organizations   fall within the  category of an ex- 
tension of the regular school program?    Or,  do they create a 
special liability  on the  part  of the  school board,   the prin- 
cipal  or the  teacher? 
Basic Principles 
These  questions  have been generally  answered by  the 
courts   in the  statement   of two principles:   (1)   School boards 
are  not  liable  in tort   actions because the board is,  within 
its   own right,   an executive  arm of the  State.     The   courts  have 
long  held that  the State   cannot be  sued without   its   consent, 
in Benton v Board of Education the  rule   is  laid down in the 
c^e   of Scales v Winston-Salem,   189  N.   C  127.   .   .'negligence 
cannot be  imputed to the   sovereign,   and  for this   reason,   in 
the  absence   of statute,   no private   action  for  tort   can be main- 
tained against  the State'.1     (2)   The principle   of negligence   is 
the determining  factor with reference   to the liability  of the 
 lV    gentojl Board of Education,   201,   N.   C   653. 
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principal or the teacher in such an action.  If he acts within 
the scope of his authority and with the dilligence and prudence 
reasonably expected of an individual serving in a Hie capacity, 
the courts will not hold him answerable for such injuried.  This 
is established in Moffitt v Davis; In this case the court rules; 
In Hipps v Farrell, I69 N. C. 551, the liability of 
a public officer is thus stated, at p. 55^-5: 'it is 
recognized in this State, supported, we think, by the 
weight of well considered authority in other Juris- 
dictions, that one who holds a public office, administra- 
tive in character, and in reference of an act clearly 
ministerial, may be held individually liable, in civil 
action, to one who has received special injuries in con- 
sequence of his failure to perform or negligence in the 
•nerformance of his official duty. . . .  Shearman and 
Redfleld on Negligence (3rd ed.) sec 156, thus state 
the rule;. . .where his duty is absolute, certain and 
imperative, involving merely the execution of a set 
task—In other words, is simply ministerial—he is 
liable in damages to any one especially injured, either 
by his omitting to perform the task, or by performing 
it negligently or inskillfully.  On the other hand, 
where his powers are discretionary, to be exerted or 
withheld according to his own judgment as to what is 
necessary or proper, he is not liable to any private 
person for neglect to exercise these powers, nor for 
the consequence of a lawful exercise of them where no 
corruption or malice can be imputed, and he keeps with- 
in the scope of his authority1.2 
As the executive officer of the school, the principal 
would be required to exericse reasonable dilligence and care in 
assuring the safety and well-being of all students.  Should a 
child be injured because of a defect in the building which a 
reasonable and prudent administrator should have discovered and 
remedied, he might be held responsible provided he had not made 
a request for its repair upon the board of education.  Or having 
made such a request, he falls to take reasonable precautions to 
safeguard the pupils until such repairs could be made, he might 
2. Moffitt v Davis, 205 N. C. 5&5. 
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be held liable. Likewise, the teacher who failed to make report 
of such a defect to the principal, the defect being in her room, 
she might be held liable. The same principle would apply to 
hazards on the school grounds or any other place or property 
used as a regular part of the school facilities, and under the 
direct supervision of the principal or teacher. 
Shop or Woodworking Plant 
If the injury occurred in a shop or woodworking plant 
used only for the instruction of the children in the school, 
the same principle would apply. Because of the added dangers 
found in such classrooms, it is believed that extra precautions 
should be taken to assure the safety of those working with 
machines. However, no relationship of employer and employee would 
exist in such case and no liability under the provisions of the 
Workman's Compensation Act would arise.3 
Treatment of Injuries or Illness 
Since the teacher stands in loco oarentls. it would be 
his responsibility to place an injured or sick child in the 
hands of his parent if possible.  This orocess would naturally 
require that the principal, nurse or other person designated 
for such emergencies be immediately notified of the injury or 
sickness of the child. If a reasonably prudent man could see 
the necessity of first aid treatment, it should be given, pre- 
ferably by one qualified to administer same. If the parent or 
guardian cannot be reached, the school official should, if in 
his opinion the seriousness of the injury or illness so requires, 
3«  Borders v Cllne, 212 N. C. 4?2. 
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place the child under the care of competent medical authorities 
at once.  This would be the orocedure used by a moderately pru- 
dent parent with reference to an injury received by his child. 
This would be the legal requirement of the teacher or principal 
who stands legally in place of the parent while the child is 
".nder the care end supervision of the school.  Naturally, the 
parent or guardian should be reached as soon as possible. 
Payment for Treatment 
There is no responsibility on the part of the board of 
education nor upon the officials of the school wherein the Injury 
or illness occurred for the payment of bills or medical expenses 
incurred in such an injury or illness.  Neither Is compensation 
payable by the State unlessthe injury was caused by the opera- 
tion of a school bus on the school grounds,** 
School Bus Injuries 
Injuries received while riding on a school bus either to 
or from public school are cared for by a provision in the 
statutes.  The General Statutes provide that: 
The state board of education is hereby authorized and 
directed to pay. . .to the parent, guardian or executor 
or administrator of any school child, who may be injured 
and/or whose death results from injuries received while 
such a child is riding on a school bus to and from the 
public schools of the State, medical surgical, hospital, 
and funeral exoenses incurred on account of such injuries 
and/or death of such child in an amount not to exceed the 
sum of six hundred and no one-hundredths dollars ($600.00).5 
The claim for injuries ana/or death must be filed within 
one year from the date of the accident.  The approval of a claim 
so filed by the State Board of Education is final. 
k.    Biennial Report of the Attorney General, Vol. 29, P.?8 
5.  General Statutes. Chapter 115-3^1. 
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Claims arising from auoh an accident as named in the 
section cited are payable without regard to negligence on the 
part of the school bus driver.» 
Liability of School Bus Drivers 
If the driver of the bus were of legal age and negligence 
or carelessness could be proven, he would be subject to such 
liabilities and penalties as are found in the statutes with re- 
ference to such matters. 
If the bus driver should be a minor, as many North Caro- 
lina school bus drivers are, his parent or guardian could not 
be held liable for injuries or damages.  The courts have held 
that parents or guardians are not liable for the acts of their 
children or wards committed outside their presence unless the 
car or vehicle involved was the family car.7 
The courts have also ruled: 
. . .relationship does not alone make the father answer- 
able for the wrongful acts of his minor child. There must 
be something beside relationship to connect him with such 
acts before he becomes liable.  It must be shown that he 
approved such acts, or that the child was his servant or 
his agent. . . .8 
The bus driver, in any case, would be subject to the pro- 
visions of the laws governing the operation of vehicles on the 
highways of the State. 
Atheletlc Injuries 
Many injuries arise through student participation in 
atheletic contests. Likewise, many injuries occur while students 
~6. Ibid., "Chapter 115-3^. 
7. Brlttlngham v Stadium,   151 N.   C.   299. 
8. Ibid. 
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are being transported to and from such athletic contests.  The 
same principles of law would apply to the transportation of 
school children to and from the place of participation in any 
school sponsored program. 
With reference to injuries received by students who 
are participating in school sponsored athletic contests, the 
Attorney General has clarified the situation in two opinions. 
He states; 
The board of trustees of a city school is not liable 
for nor does it have the authority to pay medical and 
other expenses incurred by a student because of injuries 
received in a practice athletic contest.9 
The above opinion concern? itself with the legal liab- 
ility of school boards in such instances.  In a later opinion 
concerning the liability of teachers or other school officials 
he states; 
Under our North Carolina lew, neither school officials 
or teachers are personally liable in damages for injuries 
suffered by pupils engaged in school sponsored athletic 
events.10 
Transportation Injuries Not on State School Bus 
The matter of injuries suffered by students while being 
transported to and from school sponsored athletic or other like 
events presents a different situation.  Today many schools use 
an activity bus for such purposes.  This bus is not a part of 
the State owned and operated school bus fleet, however, it is 
bought in the name of the county board of education or the 
board of trustees of a city administrative unit. Such being the 
Q. Biennial Report, Vol. 28, p. 600. 
10. Ibid.. Vol. 29, P. 680. 
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case the liability arising from its operation would be charge- 
able to the governing body in whose name the title appears. In 
this instance, the rule of liability established in the case of 
Scales v Winston-Salem would be applicable. Here it was held 
that "Negligence cannot be imputed to the sovereign, and for 
this reason, in the absence of statute, no private action for 
tort can be maintained against the State."11 However, the 
driver of such a vehicle would be subject to the laws governing 
the operation of a vehicle upon the highways of North Carolina." 
Very many instances occur wherein children are trans- 
ported to school Bponsored events by private conveyance. In 
such instances, the school incurs no liability for the injuries 
received. The liability rests upon the owner or driver of the 
conveyance. The same is true in case of commercial transporta- 
tion. Such companies or concerns must assume full liability in 
connection with injuries received while pupils are riding in 
their vehicles.13 
Summary 
The principle governing liability for pupil injuries i.: 
1.  in the absence of statute, no action can be maintained against 
the State.  2. Negligence is the factor upon which liability in 
criminal or tort action might be maintained against a teacher or 
other school official.  If the school official acts within the 
scope of his authority, with the dilligence and prudence ex- 
pected of a reasonable person, he cannot be held answerable for 
TXl—Scales v Winston-Salem, 189 N. C. 127. 
12. State v Foleer. 211 N. C. 695. 
13. I£i&» 
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such Injuries. This applies to all phases of the teacher- 
student relationship within the school. 
In case of injury or illness, the teacher or principal 
must, if in his opinion the seriousness of the injury or illness 
would cause a reasonable or prudent individual to believe it 
necessary, place the child in the hands of his parent or guardian. 
If this be impossible, he would be required, under the same cir- 
cumstances, to place the child under the care of competent medi- 
cal authorities.  If first aid is required, he should render same 
to the best of his ability.  For such medical attendlon or treat- 
ment, neither school officials nor the board of education are 
liable. 
The  State will pay  a sura not  to exceed six hundred 
dollars   to  compensate   for  Injuries   and/or death of any  child,   or 
to pay medical and hospital bills  of such child who is  injured 
while riding to and from school  on a school bus. 
Parents   cannot be held liable   for the   acts   of minor 
children unless  the acts  are committed in their presence or have 
expressed approval  of the  act.     The doctrine   of the  family  car 
is excepted. 
Under North Carolina law, school officials cannot be 
personally liable In damages for injuries sustained by pupils 
engaged In school sponsored athletic events. 
Children who are being transported to and from school 
sponsored events of any type are under the supervision of an 
agency of the State. Therefore, in case of an injury, school 
officials cannot be held liable in damages for the same. 
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Should transportation be by private automobile,   the 
liability in damages  would be the  same as  might   be applied  in 
any other situation. 
CHAPTER VI 
LAWS RELATING TO STATE SCHOOL BUSES AND DRIVERS 
Introduction 
The subject of transportation of students to and from 
school sponsored athletic contests was covered in a previous 
chapter.  This chapter concerns itself with the choice, quali- 
fications, duties and liabilities of school bus drivers. Their 
responsibilities p.re as great as those imposed upon any like 
group anywhere, consequently, their choice, and selection 
should be made with great care. 
Standard Qualifications 
The standard qualification for school bus drivers is 
defined by statute as follows; 
No person shall drive or operate a school bus over 
the public roads of North Carolina while the same is 
occupied by children unless said person shall be fully 
trained in the operation of motor vehicles, and shall 
furnish to the superintendent of the school of the 
county in which said bus shall be operated a certifi- 
cate from the highway patrol of North Carolina, or 
from any representative duly designated by the commis- 
sioner of motor vehicles, and the chief mechanic in 
charge of school buses in said county showing that he 
has beer, examined by a member of the said highway 
patrol and said chief mechanic in charge of school buses, 
in said county and that he is a fit and competent person 
to operate or drive a school bus over the public roads 
of the state.1 
It is a matter of common knowledge that no person can 
obtain a license to drive a motor vehicle upon the highways or 
TI  General Statutes. Chapter 20-218. 
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public roads   of the State until  he   shall have   arrived at  the   age 
OG   sixteen years,   learner's  permissions   excepted.     Bu6  driver's 
certificates   cannot be   issued until   a driver's   license has been 
obtained. 
Selection and Employment 
Concerning the selection and employment of school bus 
drivers the General Statutes state: 
The authority for selecting and employing the drivers 
of school buses shall be vested in the principal or 
superintendent of the school at the termination of the 
route, subject to the approval of the school committeemen 
or trustees of said school and the county or city super- 
intendent of schools; provided that each driver shall be 
selected with a view to having him located as near the 
beginning of the truck route as possible; and it shall be 
lawful to employ student drivers wherever such is deemed 
advisable.  The salary paid each employee in the operation 
of the school transportation system shall be in accordance 
with a salary schedule adopted by the state board of edu- 
cation for that particular type of employee.2 
Because of the peculiar responsibility imposed upon 
school bus drivers, their choice should be made only after care- 
ful study of the personal qualifications of each applicant.  The 
fact that an individual can drive a motor vehicle to the satis- 
faction of an examining official, in no wise, fully qualifies 
him for the responsibilities associated with the transportation 
of children of all ages and under all conditions to the public 
schools of this State. 
It is the opinion of the author that special considera- 
tion or privilege be shown these drivers in recognition of the 
service rendered to the children and their parents. If their 
qualifications and actions do not merit such consideration, they 
2. IMd., Chapter 115-378. 
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should be discharged and replaced by others who can and will 
so qualify. 
The North Carolina Department   of Motor Vehicles,   Division 
of Highway Safety in co-operation with the North Carolina State 
School  Commission,   now the  State  Board of Education,   has prepared 
ana published a "Handbook for  School Bus  Drivers"   in which their 
qualification,  responsibilities,   duties,   and professional  atti- 
tudes are discussed in detail.    His  age shall be  at least  sixteen 
years  and not  over sixty years.     As   to his physical and mental 
qualifications,   it   is   stated: 
Each school bus  driver shall be able-bodied,   free from 
communicable disease,   mentally alert     and sufficiently 
strong physically to handle  the bus  with ease,   and to make 
emergency repairs.3 
Smoking on the bus while   children are  being transported 
or while   the bus is   empty is   expressly  forbidden.     Likewise,   the 
use  of alcohol   or other   stimulants   is   forbidden. 
Conduct   on Buses 
The driver's responsibility in handling the pupils who 
ride with him is  stated as   follows: 
The school bus driver is required: 
1. To maintain order and discipline on the part 
r»f each child in his  care,   and with the assis*- 
aLe  of ?he principal when  it   is   advisable,   assign 
S6atSThe Sivere?s required to carry out whatever 
regulations  are set up by the  school principal 
relative to discipline. 
2. Report  Immediately to the school principal 
 T North Carolina Department Motor Vehicles    Handbook 
for SchpJi drivers,  DivisLn of Highway Safety, Raleigh: 
IWo. p. 5. 
k.     Ibid.,  p. 10. 
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any occurence or situation In which any child 
has refused to maintain good order while In his 
care.5 
The State Board of Education has set up certain regula- 
tions which are to govern the conduct of pupils while riding on 
the bus. They are: 
1. Obey the bus driver promptly and cheerfully con- 
cerning conduct on the bus. 
2. Observe classroom conduct (except ordinary con 
versatlon) while getting on or off and while riding in 
the bus. 
3. Occupy the seat assigned by the driver or prin- 
cipal and to refrain at all times from moving around whllt 
the bus is in motion. 
k.    Refrain from the use of tobacco, and from profane 
and Indecent language while riding on the bus. 
5.  Keep head and hands inside the bus windows at all 
times. 
6.. Keep the bus clean, sanitary and orderly and to 
refrain from damaging or abusing cushions or other bus 
equipment. 
7. Request the driver to stop the bus, 
personal emergency. ° 
in case of 
There are other regulations governing the actions of the 
school bus operator relative to loading and unloading pupils. 
These are: 
1. Never move bus while pupils are entering or 
leaving it. See that all doors are closed when bus la 
in motion. 
2. Never use rear door for loading or unloading pupils 
except In an emergency. 
3. Admit or discharge pupils only when the bus is 
parked on the right hand side of the road, on edge of 
5. Ibid., p. 29. 
6. Ibid. 
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pavement, or in regular driving lane. Do not pull DUB off 
highway on shoulders of the road for loading and unload- 
ing pupils. 
U.  Never leave any bus stop ahead of schedule. 
5. Unload a child only at regular stop, except upon 
written request of parent or principal. 
6. At no time permit children to cross the highway 
from behind the bus except in an emergency situation and 
with an escort. 
7. Supervise the activities of children unloaded 
from the bus until they have crossed the highway safely 
or are otherwise out of danger,7 
Use of School Buses 
The transportation of children who ride a school bus 
to and from the public schools is under the control, adminis- 
tration and supervision of the State Board of Education. The 
State Board of Education is granted full authority to pro- 
mulgate all needed rules and regulations for the organization, 
malntalnance and operation of the transportation system for 
the public schools.8 
Inspections 
Provision is made in section 115-37^ of the General 
Statutes for the inspection of all school buses at least once 
in each thirty days and the administrative officer of each 
unit is required to cause such inspection to be made.  The 
driver of any school bus isrequired to report any defect 
found in his motor vehicle to the principal of the school who 
shall immediately report same to the administrative officer of 
the unit.  It shall be his duty to cause said defect to be 
7. Ibid., p. 30. 
8. general Statutes, Chapter 115-37^. 
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remedied before the vehicle may be used In the transportation of 
children to and from the schools of the unit.9 
The same statute provides that: 
The use of school busses shall be limited to the 
transportation of children to and from school for the 
regularly organized school day; Provided in cases of 
sudden illness or injury requiring Immediate medical 
attention of any child or children while attending the 
public schools, the principal of the school may send 
the child or children by school bus, if no other 
vehicle Is available, to the nearest doctor or hospital 
for medical treatment; provided the expense of such 
transportation shall be paid from county funds.10 
Subject to regulations adopted by the State Board of 
Education school buses are allowed for the transportation of 
school children on necessary field trips while pursuing voca- 
tional courses or to and from special demonstration projects 
connected with these courses but the mileage cannot exceed 
twenty-five miles on any one trip, nor can a school bus leave 
the State.  The drivers shall be chosen and paid as the regular 
drivers of the unit are chosen and paid," 
School buses may be used to transport accredited 
teachers on active duty to and from school for the regular 
school day; however, buses are not to be routed for the con- 
venience of any such teacher, nor shall they take the place of 
any child on the bus.  They are to assume no duty or responsi- 
bility while riding on such bus and the bus driver shall retain 





such circumstances,   no claim for  an   injury received by such 
teacher will  be granted by the State Board of Education.12 
When  ordered by  the governor,   school buses  shall be 
furnished  for  the  transportation  of  the North Carolina State 
Guard or the  National Guard to  authorized places   of  encamp- 
ment  or wherever they are  needed  for the  supresslon of riots 
or  execution  of any other duty imposed upon the  guard.     The 
drivers   for  such buses   shall   come   from the  organization  called 
into  action.13 
Buses  may be  used one day orior to  the  opening of  the 
regular term  for the purpose  of transporting children to the 
schools   for  registeration  and other   activities  necessary to 
the  efficient   organization of the  school   for regular work.l^ 
Bus Routes 
The General  Statutes  provide that: 
.   .   .the  state board of education shall,   in  co-opera- 
tion with the  district  principal,   unless  road or other 
conditions   make   it   inadvisable     route  the buses   so as   to 
Zm+  vithin one  mile   of all  children who live  more than 
one   and oneXlf miles   rrom the school to which they are 
aslignedrprovlded,   that   all  routes   so established shall 
be  egbject   to the   approval  of the   county board of educa- 
tion  qnd with a view to the  needs   of the  students  to ine 
end tnat   the necessity   of students waiting   on the  road 
for buses   in inclement, weather be  elimlna ed       The State 
5 Late sjSLfasffra.wSjgr 
12.  North Carolina, Session Laws, Charlottsville: Mlchie, 
19^9. P- 78. 
13. £pnpr»3: Statutes, Chapter 115-37*+, 
1^.  Ibid., Chapter 115-375. 
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state board of education,   and a hearing on such appeal 
shall be had by seid board within thirty days.15 
In 19^7 Chapter  115-376 of the General  Statutes was 
amended to provide  the State Board of Education with the power 
to  cause school buses  to be routed to within one-half mile   of 
children who  live more  than one  and  one-half miles   from the 
school to which they are  assigned.    This provision is  not 
mandatory but   discretionary.16 
Rules   ?nd regulations   for the  establishment   of bus 
routes   are  sent   to  school  principals   from the   office  of the 
State School  Bus Supervisor.     These   rules   are   consistent with 
the statutes   and explain  several matters   in detail   which are 
not  specifically covered by statute.     From the  letter of May 
2,   19^9 8ome   of the  most   important   items   are: 
1. Select  your drivers within your school  district, 
('under  no  circumstances  shall   the principal   select  and 
employ,   or the  committeemen or  superintendent   approve 
the  selection and employment   of any school bus  driver 
resifllne-  outside their respective  school district  or 
attendance  area')     State Board of Education Regulation 
July k,  19^5. 
2. ... do not route a bus over a road that would be 
a hazzard to the lives  of children.   .   .   . 
3. ... be  sure  that buses   on being dismissed are 
spaced  not  closer than 100 yards  apart as  they leave th« 
loading point.   .   .   . 
k      Do  not route  a bus   on a road that   is   not  maintained 
by State Highway  and Public Works   Commission. 
5. Physically handicapped children. . .to be entitled 
to school bus service above that which is consistent with 
existing  regulations  must: 
W.    IbTdT,   Chapter 115-376. 
16.     North Carolina,   Public Session Laws,   Charlottsville; 
Mlchie,   19^9.   P.  1577. 
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e. Be examined by local county health officer. 
b. Must receive written certificate from the county 
health officer to the effect that without special 
transportation service unusual hardship would be en- 
countered in walking the required distance to the 
regular bus route. 
c. Receive written approval for such service from 
the Division of Transportation, State Board of Educa- 
tion, upon presentation of certificate. 
d. Approval of same shall terminate at the end of 
each school year or at the time during the year when 
the condition of the child has become normal. 
6    . .School bus stops are to be set up on each 
route not less than 0.2 mile apart with a view of serving 
all children alike.  During periods of inclement weether, 
buses may be allowed to stop at g.efe points on the 
approved route nearest the home of each child.-<-r 
Careful study and proper routing of school buses will 
prove to be a most valuable contribution to the safety and well- 
being of the children who ride buses to the schools.  The satis- 
factory arrangement of bus routes will likewise contribute 
heavily toward establishment of a better relationship between 
parents and school officials. 
Contract Transportation 
In certain sections of the State where transportation of 
children to the public school by state school buses is not prac- 
tical or feasable, the state will provide funds for private or 
contract transportation of such children to the public schools. 
Highway Protection 
A loaded school bus traveling on the highways presents 
a problem quite unlike that of any other type of vehicle.  From 
18 
18.  General Statutes, Chapter 115-379. 
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over a wide territory this bus,  driven  by a schoolboy about 
seventeen years of age,   has gathered in a load of approxi- 
mately fifty  children.    He is  responsible for the safe  con- 
duct   of this  precious   cargo  to the  school  to which they have 
been assigned and to  return them safely home after the  close 
of the   school  day.     Some   of  these  children will be   Just  over 
six years  of age with little   or no  concept  of  the dangers 
which threaten as   they  load or unload from the  side  of the 
roads   and especially  as   they   cross   the  highways  before  or 
after unloading  from the  bus.     Neither do they know or realize 
the danger threatened by playing,   scuffling,   shouting or  fight- 
ing while the bus is  in motion.    The  older children,  though 
they are   conscious   in a remote  sort   of way of the danger pre- 
sent,   often behave  as  though no thought   of such had ever enter- 
ed their minds.    The responsibility resting uoon the shoulders 
of this  schoolboy driver is  of no little  significance.    This 
is the resson why he has been given authority over those who 
ride  on his bus.    He also has the aid and assistance of the 
Safety Patrol   or Bus Patrol or both.     With the  aid of the prin- 
cipal,   the driver and his   P.ids   can maintain order  and discipline 
on the bus.     However,   these   can have  no  control   over the   actions 
of other persons who drive on the highways  of the State.    There- 
fore,   it has become  necessary to  control  their actions,   in part, 
by  statute.     Chapter  20-217 of the General Statutes was   amended 
in I9U7 to read as   follows: 
«,-„ maw,tintr or drlvine a motor vehicle upon Every person opera g i g ^ ^^ ^^
llnlVlr^o^lr^Zr^lTftree^  of any of the incorpor- 
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ated towns and cltiee of North Carolina, upon approaching 
from any direction on the Bame highway any school bus 
transporting to or from school or any church or Sunday 
School bus transporting to or from church or Sunday School, 
while such bus is stopped and engaged in receiving or dis- 
charging passengers therefore upon the roads or highways 
of the State or upon any of the streets of any incorporated 
cities and towns of the State, shall bring such motor 
vehicle to a full stop before passing or attempting to pass 
such bus and shall remain stopped until said passengers are 
received or discharged at that place and until the 'stop 
signal' of such bus has been withdrawn or until such bus 
has moved on.19 
The above provisions apply provided the bus Is plainly 
marked, front and rear, with letters designating the type of 
bus at least five inches in height.  Children should always 
cross the highway under the protection of this 'stop signal1 
provided on the bus.  They should always cross in front of the 
bus under the watchful eye of the bus driver and the member of 
the Safety or School Bus Patrol. 
Many people drive by these buses every day, little 
thinking that the three minutes saved by rushing by or easing 
by might cost the lives of some of these children. A program 
of adult education In the community will do much to cause such 
practices to cease. A program of a like nature within the 
school will educate the parents of tomorrow to the fact that 
this practice is very dangerous and should be stopped. 
The State Highway Patrol is most co-operative in bring- 
ing individuals who violate this statute before the courts.  A 
form to be filled out by the bus driver stating the place of 
the offense, type of vehicle, license number and any infor- 
 Ij;—North Carolina, Public Session Laws, Charlottsvllle 
Michie, 19^7, P. 662. 
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nation which may help in the identification of the driver of 
the vehicle might be mailed to the State Highway Patrol by 
the principal of the school. This is not the acceptable type 
of driver education but it is rather effective. 
Summary 
Drivers of state owner and operated school buses must 
be able bodied, of sound mind, at least sixteen and not over 
sixty years of age, must have been fully trained in the opera- 
tion of motor vehicles and shall be propery certified by the 
State Highway Patrol as being fit and competent persons to drive 
or operate a school bus over the public roads of the state. 
The selection of school bus drivers is one of the most 
important functions of the principal of the school at the end 
of the route. These selections must be approved by the committee- 
men or trustees of the school. 
Special consideration should be shown those who prove 
reliable and competent in school bus operation. 
Smoking and the use of alcohol or other stimulants is 
forbidden. 
A school bus driver is required to maintain order and 
discipline on the part of each child who rides his bus. He is 
to report any defect in the operation of his bus to the prin- 
cipal of the school immediately. He exercises disciplinary 
power delegated to him by the principal of the school but has 
no authority to inflict corrective measures except through the 
principal. 
The State Board of Education has promulgated certain 
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rules and regulations governing the conduct of children while 
riding on a school bus.  Certain other regulations have been 
established with reference to loading and unloading children. 
School buses are to be used for the purpose of trans- 
porting children to and from the school for the regularly- 
organized school day.  They may be used one day prior to the 
opening of the regular school term for the purpose of pupil 
registration, organization of classes and distribution of 
textbooks.  These buses may be used to transport pupils who 
are taking special vocational subjects or on field trips or 
demonstration projects connected with such courses.  No trip 
may exceed twenty-five miles and no school bus may be taken 
outside the State. 
School buses may be used to transport regular teachers 
to and from school but routings cannot be made for the con- 
venience of said teachers.  The bus driver has full control over 
the children of such bus while teachers are passengers. Upon 
order of the governor of North Carolina, school buses will be 
provided for the use of the State Guard or National Guard in 
any scheduled activity of such guard, drivers to be provided 
by the guard. 
Bus  routes  shall be  so  established as   to  come within 
one mile  of  all   children who live more than one  and  one-half 
miles   from the school  to which they are assigned by the board 
of education.     The State Board of Education may,   in  its  discre- 
tion,   route buses   to  come within one-half mile  of all   children 
who live more than one and one-half miles  from the school.    The 
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district principal with the consent and approval of the State 
Board of Education is charged with the routing of the buses. 
Regulations are issued each year relative to routing 
of school buses.  Some of the most important are: drivers 
must be selected from the district served by the school, buses 
must not be routed over hazardous roads not maintained by the 
State Highway and Public Works Commission; physically handi- 
capped children are entitled to bus service over and above that 
required by State regulations; bus stops are to be spaced 0.2 
miles apart with a view to serving all children alike; and 
during periods of Inclement weather, buses may stop at safe 
points nearest the home of each child. 
Under certain conditions the State will provide funds 
for contract transportation of school children to and from 
school. 
Motor vehicles of all types shall come to a conmlete 
stop and remain so until any school or Sunday School bus has 
completed loading or unloading children and shall have lowered 
the stop sign. However, the bus must be plainly marked, front 
and rear, with letters at least five inches high, designating 
the type of bus. 
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